For discussion Purposes Only
Notes to Survey – Trail Insurance and Liability
Motivation for Survey:
•
•

Ontario Trails Council wished to provide the MTCS with a sense of current standing in
regards to Trail Liability and Insurance Issues.
Trail Liability and Insurance was identified as one of the issues facing the trails sector in the
September 10, 2012 report on Trail Priorities shared with the MTCS

Duration – September 28 to November 16 2012. 49 days
• Impact – limited number of responses
• Timing – this is not an easy survey to answer – two formats, long and short version
• Short version (S) - 46 questions
• Long version (L) – 83 questions
Period of analysis: 2008 forward – 4 years (OTC provided an insurance and liability report to
MHP in 2008 from Corporate Protection Group)

Opening Remarks
Understanding trail liability is not a one size fits all scenario.
Trails, trail operators, trail uses all vary, trail by trail or between trail systems. Therefore the nature
of the responses in this survey vary.
All answers, while tabulated in aggregate; provide insight into the level of insurance or liability
issue, however some responses indicate ‘no problem’ or ‘extreme problem’ in answer to the same
question. This range of response is entirely based on the differences between the nature of liability
problem or concerns amongst the respondents and one overly simplified way of explaining it is
‘motorized or non-motorized trail’ respondent.
Given that the answers to this survey validate this uneven backdrop regarding trails liability and
insurance; and shared respondent of awareness of solution to the overall problem, we are sending
with this e-mail a position statement from Paul Shaunessy, Executive Director, Ontario Federation of
Snowmobile Clubs.
We support their recommendations and believe that they have merit across not only snowmobile but
other trail systems as well.
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Questions and Responses
1) Number of respondents – 16: non-provincial respondents, covered about 35% of province,
and @25% of the population
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3 covering all of Ontario – OFATV, OFSC, OTC
SW Ontario – Chatham Kent, Norfolk, Grey, Ingersoll, Clearview Township
Central Ontario – Algonquin Township, Dorset
Major areas Eastern Ontario – Prescott Russell, Plantagenate, Finch, Lanark, Leeds
Grenville, Brockville, Frontenac, South Nation Conservation
2 provincial organizations provided additional commentary – OFSC, Barrie and OTC,
from Deseronto Ontario.
2 surveys were incomplete, one group completed both long and short
Total valid: 12 of 16

2) Location: All reported from the areas listed as per above.
3) Duration of Organization: Range of incorporation dates from 1947 to 2009. One was
incorporated before 1980, the majority of organizations have been in operation for over 10
years, incorporating between 1980 and 2000 only 2 new ones since 2005.
4) Organization classification
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5) Organizational structure

6)
•
•
•
•

Operating budget –
6 of 12 <$87,000, (one being 0)
one at $160,000;
one at $300,000; and
2 where “Trails are incorporated into annual Parks budget of approximately $900,000” and
“Trail management represents a very small portion of the overall "Forest Management"
budget.... perhaps 2-3%”
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7) Funding – the survey offered 5 funding categories. All 10 respondents had a proportional
mix of all 5 categories. The other category represented funding through municipal levy or
other taxation source. Only one group had annualized funds, the Conservation Authority.
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8) Nature and number of Human Resources –
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9) Do you have liability insurance?

10) Who is the carrier?
All respondents have a different insurance company, but this is a bit of false competition in the
sector as all insurance for recreation is underwritten, ultimately by Lloyd’s of London. One
larger organization allows the clubs to ascertain broker and company, hence “varies depending
upon the trail”
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sutton Special Risk (through Hike Ontario)
Lloyd Jardine
RSA - through Lloyd's of London
Cowan Insurance
Varies depending on trail
BFL
Northbridge Insurance
The County has general liability which covers whatever might happen on a trail
Halpenny Insurance
JLT
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11) Type of insurance, rate changes and coverage.
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12) Please indicate if your insurance company has ever been unwilling or unable to insure
you for any of the following, and if you were able to get coverage from another
company.
2 groups lost Director’s and Officers and General Commercial, they were able to secure
insurance from another provider
13) Organization/broker relationship effort.
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14) Coverage level satisfaction.

15) How long has your organization been operating without insurance?
0 – all respondents have some form of insurance
16) Please indicate the reasons for operating without insurance. Indicate all that apply.
0 – all respondents have some form of insurance
17) How concerned are you about not being insured? – N/A given 15 and 16
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18) Premium estimates

19) What is the renewal date of your insurance?
While the dates vary each organization has an annual policy renewal date, some different
policies have different renewal dates within the same year.
20) What the current limit of your organization(s) liability insurance?
Of 6 a responses: 5,000,000 (2 answers) 2,000,000 (2 answers), 1(null) and City of Brockville
indicates that it varies, as the trail runs through different operational jurisdictions.
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21) Insurance increases last 5 years.

One organization had no increase, 1 saw costs increase 1-5%, 4 groups saw a 6-10% increase.
On an average $2,500 policy this represents up to $250 more per year. Without any claims this is
a significant change.
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22) Cost coping measures:
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23) Please indicate how the cost of insurance has affected/is affecting your organization.
Answer Options

Yes

No

3

2

0

4

0

4

2

2

0

4

0

4

We are operating without adequate insurance
coverage

0

4

We have increased our fundraising efforts to offset
insurance costs

1

3

0

4

1

3

0

4

0

4

0

4

2

3

2

3

1

3

We have endeavored to reduce or contain liability
insurance costs
We have reduced staff
We have reduced services
We have implemented new risk management policies
We have cancelled high risk programs
We have cancelled some regular programs

We are sharing office space to offset insurance costs
We are reevaluating our budget
The quality of our service has been affected
We are considering dissolution of our organization
We are considering merging with another organization
We have sought partners to co-share programs
We have explored pooling insurance costs with other
organizations
We have sought government intervention
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24) Is your trail required to partner its coverage?
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25) Have you utilized the services of a third party consultant to determine the efficacy of
your policy – i.e. meets your needs, protects you in the event, insures what you want
insured?
6 organizations responded. 2 have used a third party consultant, 4 have not.

26) If so would you share the name of the consultant?
1 response, OTC used Corporate Protection Group.

27) Does your organization have a lawyer?
5 of 6 respondents have a lawyer, 1 does not.

28) Based upon your current state of affairs for trails risk management, would you say
your organization is court ready?
5 of 7 respondents are court ready, one is not, another is unsure.

29) If you had to use a lawyer, how are you able to afford a lawyer?
2 of 5 respondents have contingency funds, 1 would pay from general revenues, 3 would use
their insurance.

30) Are you concerned that in using insurance to pay for a lawyer that you may not get reinsured?
1 of 6 respondents was concerned, 2 were not, 3 were unsure
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31) Would you be interested in products or training that make you either insurable or court
ready?
5 of 6 were interested in product awareness or training to improve capability

32) Does your organization currently have or has your organization had any liability claims
within the past five years?
6 of 7 respondents indicated no claims, the other was unsure.

33) Please provide details of all liability claims made against you over the past FIVE years
with current status or total claim paid by your Insurer:
0
34) What is the current status of the most recent claim?
0
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35) Please indicate to what level you agree or disagree with each of the following
statements.
Strongly
Agree

Somewhat
Agree

Neutral

Somewhat
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Don't
Know/Not
Sure

In terms of trails the number of
insurance claims are increasing
Most claims happen on motorized
trails

0

0

3

0

0

3

0

1

2

0

0

3

Most accidents are preventable
Trail organizations can do very
little to limit accidents
Municipalities should be more
involved in terms of risk
management

3

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

4

1

0

2

2

1

0

0

1

The insurance industry treats trail
organizations fairly and openly

0

2

2

0

0

2

Brokers don’t understand trail
usage and/or practices
Brokers don’t differentiate
between the different types of trail
organizations

0

1

4

1

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

3

0

0

2

0

1

3

1

0

1

1

0

3

0

0

2

0

1

3

Insurance companies don’t want
the business

1

0

2

1

0

2

Insurance companies don’t look
at the claim history

0

0

1

2

1

2

Answer Options

Brokers don’t want the business
Insurance companies don’t
understand trail usage and/or
practices
Insurance companies don’t
differentiate between the different
types of trail organizations
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36) Utilization of risk management tools by trail organizations.
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37) Please indicate the extent of your agreement with the following statements.
Answer Options
The insurance issue has
reached a serious crisis
in the trails sector
Governments (federal
and provincial) must deal
with this issue
An advocate for the trails
sector could assist in
resolving insurance
issues,
The insurance industry
should be involved in
solving the current
insurance issues and
problems
We’d be interested in
insurance coverage
specifically for the trails
sector
I have seen a stabilizing
trend
Volunteer recruitment for
our organization has
been affected by the
increase in insurance
costs
Volunteer retention in our
organization has been
affected by the increase
in insurance costs
We believe public
indemnity would be good
Third party
indemnification; user
assumes responsibility for
use

Totally
Agree

Somewhat
Agree

Neutral

Somewhat
Disagree

Totally
Disagree

N/A

0

2

1

1

0

2

3

0

2

0

0

1

1

3

2

0

0

0

2

2

2

0

0

0

2

1

1

0

2

0

0

1

1

0

0

4

1

1

2

0

0

2

1

1

1

0

1

2

2

1

2

0

0

1

4

1

0

0

0

1
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38) Interest in provincial insurance offering.
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39) Please indicate which best represents your opinions toward acquiring insurance
coverage:
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40) Please indicate which best represents your opinions toward the price of insurance
coverage:
Answer Options
Inexpensive
Reasonable
Expensive
Unsure/Not Applicable

Response
Percent

Response
Count

0.0%
33.3%
33.3%
33.3%

0
2
2
2

41) Please indicate which best represents your opinions toward the accessibility of
insurance coverage:
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42) What tools, if any, do you believe would help the insurance industry make informed
choices on trails insurance risks and coverage?
•
•

Education program for insurers regarding trails, and an organization like OTC validating
trail audits, a provincial trail signage program and OTC tracking maintenance through a
central reporting registry
for them to understand trail

43) Does your organization currently belong to a larger offering of insurance provided by:
One organization gets its insurance through its user federation (hiking), 3 respondents get
their insurance through the municipality, the two other respondents were not sure if their
policy was part of a larger plan.

44) What factors would encourage you to move to another policy?
All 6 respondents said a combination of cost and coverage improvements would get them to
move to another policy

45) Should the province underwrite provincial organizations so they can afford to insure
local groups – i.e. Ontario Trails self-insurance fund?
1
1
1
2

- Yes
- No
- Maybe
- Unsure

46) Are you aware of any insurance offerings that may do this for you?
Of 6 respondents, 2 said No, 4 had no idea.
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SHORT QUICK SUMMARY
•

Understanding of insurance and liability issues: we believe the low response rate should
not imply an understanding or adequate management of trail liability issues

•

Low response rate: we believe this is die to the stability in the sector over the past 4
years, the survey indicates moderate cost increases, stable broker relations and no sense
of vulnerability to insurance loss. Given 6 respondents are municipal trail developers
their risks have been managed through larger insurance solutions

•

Cost and coverage are factors that are watched by all groups and these are reviewed on an
annual basis

•

Cost and coverage issues have not dramatically affected respondent actions over the past
4 years.

•

Insurance market – is stable – what is surprising is that no two respondents seemingly
have the same insurance carrier. This make speak to either market competition to provide
better products or services and keep costs affordable; or a vulnerability as there is no
standardization. This would explain the ongoing request from groups, especially
emerging groups for a broker that understands trails

•

Tort reform, provincial offering, volunteer recruitment due to liability, provincial support
for trail specific insurance products were supported by respondents.

•

Trail organizations use risk management tools to manage risk. 83% have a lawyer, most
would pay for these services through insurance.

•

Groups do not understand the Occupiers Liability Act – all indicated they would take
more training or investigate products to reduce liability exposure if offered.

•

All respondents have insurance. Some have secured a better position by also having a
dedicated fund or general revenues to support their insurance policy and any associated
costs.

•

71% feel court ready

•

Most do not realize the risk of insurance coverage loss.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
A system of tracking risk management readiness should be implemented province wide.
Vulnerability through an assessment that “low impact equals low risk” is an invalid assumption,
which unfortunately offers some groups low rates and others high rates. This lack of analysis and
understanding affords some cost breaks, and others cost excesses.
Road and rail to trail intersections should be cataloged and noted trail by trail.
A system of market rationalization needs to occur – trail by trail; use by use.
Using the OTC website to catalogue risk management capacities would be a great evolution of
this world leading website.
Leaving the insurance and risk management question in the hands of individual groups is fine as
long as there is some sort of oversight to their risk management and insurance solutions – this
lack of awareness has only been reinforced by the lack of response to this important survey.
Trails should be rationalized like roads at a system management level, not functional level. Ie
cars and trucks and their matrix of insurance or operational needs are treated differently by MTO
and likewise, so should trails – the fact that one group (hikers) views their insurance issue as
solved or not like motorized – should not be viewed as a sectoral response (do nothing) when
other sectors have issues (motorized) AND;
Risk management practices should allow for safe operation and expansion of alternate trail
systems (sled, atv, horse, dirt bike), not more of the same perception of more low risk cycling or
walking.
The province could be of great assistance in improving planners awareness that alternative trail
should be built into active transportation and municipal plans – given that 50% of respondents
were municipal based, perhaps recommendation through AMO/MMAH would be something
MTCS could facilitate with OTC.
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